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Four reasons to study Moving Image Arts
If you're a creative soul who dreams of making your own silver-screen sensation, you 
probably don't need much convincing to study MIA. For those of you who are still on 
the fence, check out just some of the many reasons to study Film Making: 

1. Seeing your ideas come to life 
In most subjects, the closest you'll ever get to manifesting your ideas in real life will 
be an essay. While this is not to be sniffed at, nothing quite compares to producing 
something that everyone – not just your peers – can appreciate. What's more, unlike an 
essay, the expression of thoughts and concepts in Film Making is not restricted by 
language. A host of filters, camera angles and colours will be at your disposal, ensuring 
that you'll never be short of ways to project your vision.

2. Exciting career opportunities 
It's fair to say that at some point, most of us have wished we worked in film and 
television. Few industries can match it in terms of how cool it seems, how much fun it 
must be and how great it would be to meet some of world's most beloved celebrities as 
part of your job. One thing's for sure: if you use your Film Making experience to get a 
job in the industry, you'll be the envy of all your friends. 



3. The world will always need entertaining
In an ever-changing world, plenty of jobs and even university subjects are at risk of 
becoming obsolete. Fortunately for Film Making students, that doesn't apply here! 
From Roman amphitheatres to Shakespearean classics, the human race has always 
had a passion for the performing arts, and Film Making is just the latest 
incarnation of this. By studying MIA you'll be setting yourself up for a career that 
will never go out of date.

4. Transferrable skills
Even if you complete GCSE/GCE in MIA and decide that it's not the career for you, 
you will still have developed an impressive set of skills during your studies. 
Perhaps most notably, you'll gain experience of how to develop a creative idea and 
see it through to the end – a valuable trait in any sector. Add in some project 
management skills, team work, experience with sophisticated technology and an 
ability to analyse your own work, and you'll be setting yourself up as a highly 
employable individual indeed.



GCSE Moving Image Arts: 

60% Coursework 
3 components of  work: 

1:  Online Exam                               40% 
         Year 12 (June) 

2:  Acquisition of  Skills                        20% 
       Year 11 (4 Controlled Assessment Tasks)  

3:  Planning/Making a MIA product     40% 
     Year 12 (Final Film) 



GCSE Moving Image Arts: 

You will cover a range of  areas within film 
production including: 

• Storyboarding 
• Scriptwriting 
• Casting actors / locations 
• Animation 
• Sound Production 
• Filming footage (use of  camera) 
• Editing 
• Lighting of  scenes 
• Directing



Component 1 – Examination – 40% 
(externally marked exam) 

In this one and a half hour online exam, students respond 
to questions and scenarios about: 

 ▪ film language; 
 ▪ genre and representation; 
 ▪ creative production techniques; 
 ▪ production management; and 
 ▪ industry contexts. 

The exam includes different types of stimulus such as 
previously unseen film clips, sound clips, film stills and 
script excerpts. 



Component 2 – Acquisition of  Skills – 20% 
(controlled assessment)

Pupils gain an understanding of  the key fundamental 
aspects of  producing a film and complete 4 
controlled assessment tasks: 

• Storyboarding 
• Camera and Editing 
• Post Production Sound 
• Animation

Stimulus material for each task is provided by CCEA  

Each of  the tasks has been crafted to suit students of  all abilities,  
ranging from those with no knowledge of  the Moving Image to those  

with developing knowledge.  



     You are required to create a storyboard for a 
short film sequence (10–20 shots), based 
on the screenplay scenario provided.  

    Your storyboard can be hand-drawn or 
photographic.  

Task 1: Storyboarding



Task 1: Storyboarding



     You are required to shoot and edit a short film 
sequence (approximate length: 1 minute) 
based on the script provided.  

Task 2: Camera & Editing



Task 2: Camera & Editing



     You are required to design and create a multi-layered 
soundtrack for part of the sequence provided. You 
should select a 20 second continuous clip from the 
sequence; it is not necessary to produce a soundtrack 
for the complete sequence. 

    You will be expected to combine the following 
sound elements:  

         –  a musical score  

  –  self-generated Foley sound  

  –  sourced, pre-recorded sound/sound FX  

 

Task 3: Post-production Sound



Task 3: Post-production Sound



     You are required to animate a short stop-motion 
animated sequence (approximate length: 20 
seconds) based on the voice-over sound files 
provided  

Task 4: Animation



Task 4: Animation



Component 3 – Planning and Making a 
final Moving Image product – 40% 
(controlled assessment portfolio)

Pupils plan and produce a live action or animated 
sequence. 

A series of  story scenarios are provided by CCEA and 
pupils select one to develop into their own final film 
product. 

Pupils produce a Research analysis task, a Director’s 
notebook, storyboard and a final film lasting no more 
than 2 minutes.



Final Film example 



Final Film example 



Potential Careers?
“It can be said that no art or communication form is as influential, 
powerful or prolific in the modern era as the art of Moving Images. From film 
and television programming to advertising and web streaming, it’s a medium 
that covers a broad range of skills, from highly practical to theoretical”



Why Consider Moving Image Arts?

• 60% Coursework – practical subject 
• Choose your area of  interest from provided stimuli 
• Focus on your strengths 
• Try out new, exciting media (editing software etc.) 
• Emphasis on digital and ICT technologies 
• Develop awareness of  media and how it can influence  
   an audience.  Learn to study film/TV more closely. 
• Smaller class size – more one-to-one support 
• Wide range of  potential careers (film industry –   
   major industry of  development in recent times). 
• Adds a creative element to your academic profile


